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‘‘Learning is not the product of teaching.  
Learning is the product of the activity of learners’’

1964, John Holt
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User+Terms

you in your individual circumstances  
related to art. 3 TEU (Treaty on European Union) 

1. The Union’s aim is to promote peace, its values 
and the well-being of its peoples.

2. The Union shall offer its citizens an area of freedom, 
security and justice without internal frontiers, 
in which the free movement of persons is ensured 
in conjunction with appropriate measures with respect 
to external border controls, asylum, immigration 
and the prevention and combating of crime.

3. The Union shall establish an internal market. It shall 
work for the sustainable development of Europe 
based on balanced economic growth and price 
stability, a highly competitive social market economy, 
aiming at full employment and social progress, 
and a high level of protection and improvement 
of the quality of the environment. It shall promote 
scientific and technological advance.

 It shall combat social exclusion and discrimination, 
and shall promote social justice and protection, 
equality between women and men, solidarity between 
generations and protection of the rights of the child.

 It shall promote economic, social and territorial 
cohesion, and solidarity among Member States.

 It shall respect its rich cultural and linguistic diversity, 
and shall ensure that Europe’s cultural heritage 
is safeguarded and enhanced.
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1.0 Each Participant+ hereto as such established in our Learner+Domus 

in Lochem the Netherlands (EU) in accordance with our Agreement+,  

contracting on Life Long Learning+ all in hereby confirms to act in line 

with EU+Law and in the interest of Learning+Pan-EU by any Learner+;  

 

1.1 These User+Terms as terms of use for our Agreement+ (terms) directed 

by SPA+ as our general+Partner governed by Association+PASPAL  

and PAS describe the terms and conditions on which we offer you+ access 

to the websites aprova.eu and/or amplifica.eu operated in Luxembourg  

by Association+PASPAL and PAS (AmplificA) and related services provided 

by AmplificA employing Opt+out and/or Opt+in (services);  

 

1.2 Each Participant+ (you+) should read these terms carefully, as use 

of the services and access to AmplificA are subject to Compliance+  

on our Level playing+field as defined by AmplificA including these terms, 

anytime you+ access AmplificA as a registered user (Participant+); 

 

1.3 Through PASPAL you+ can co-develop terms if you+ are a Learner+ 

or Teacher+ - as illustrated in Learner+AI.pdf and/or AI+Learner.pdf;  

 

2.0 By using services, as Participant+ you+ agree to be bound by these terms. 

If you+ do not agree with these terms, you+ must leave AmplificA  

and discontinue use of any services immediately.  

We may modify this agreement in accordance with these terms (“change”).  

If you+ disagree to its rules, you+ stop accessing AmplificA or using services. 

Your continued use of or access means that you+ accept actual change; 

 

2.1 If you+ want to (co-)develop Employability+ through Output+ and/or  

Input+ regarding Learning+Pan-EU, you+ are required to register as 

a Beneficiary+ plus Learner+ or Creator+ plus Teacher+ including as 

an Accountant+ - as illustrated in Learner+AI.pdf and AI+Learner.pdf; 

 

2.2 Data+ transparency under EU+Law is essential to our Life Long Learning+ 

goals, including our AI+Green Deal - as illustrated in 15+GDPR and other parts 

of Learner+AI.pdf and AI+Learner.pdf; 

2.3 Quotation+ through AprovA+app handles any AmplificA+LLP - as 

illustrated in Learner+AI.pdf and AI+Learner.pdf plus https://dutch-law.com;

2.4 Validation+ through AprovA+app - as illustrated in Learner+AI.pdf and 

AI+Learner.pdf including EU+Law in 15+GDPR plus ECJ C-309/99 Wouters; 

 

2.5 Acceptance+ through AprovA+app - as illustrated in Learner+AI.pdf 

and AI+Learner.pdf plus dutch-law.com/acceptance-dutch-law.html;  

 

2.6 Teaching+ through AprovA+app - as illustrated in Learner+AI.pdf 

and AI+Learner.pdf including EU+Law in 15+GDPR; 

 

2.7 Invoicing+ through AprovA+app - as illustrated in Learner+AI.pdf 

and AI+Learner.pdf including dutch-law.com/assignment.html;  

 

2.8 Booking+Payments through AprovA+app - as illustrated in Learner+AI.pdf 

and AI+Learner.pdf including any AprovA+Report; and 

 

2.9 Complaint+ through AprovA+app - as illustrated in Learner+AI.pdf 

and AI+Learner.pdf including dutch-law.com/penalty-clauses.html; 

 

3.0 Through Mediation+ SPA+, inspired by the notion “justice delayed is 

justice denied”, pursues to learn from ECJ CEU on progressing academic 

freedom, freedom of establishment, free movement of services and freedom 

to conduct a business. Central to Agreement+ is how each Learner+ is 

best supported by our EU+Permittance through Opt+out and/or Opt+in for 

Learning+Pan-EU - issues can be valued at no less than €30.000 per Pilot+.  

Only our Central+Court has jurisdiction on further issues on AmplificA+LLP 

- as illustrated in Learner+AI.pdf and AI+Learner.pdf plus dutch-law.com/

battle-of-forms-dutch-law.html. Opt+in for Learning+Pan-EU starts any 

Agreement+ in a Pilot+ in a Pro+Programme, with any silent+Partner 

in a linked Limited Liability Partnership (CV) with the general+Partner  

- by Input+ linked to our Learner+Union and Creator+Union based 

in our Learner+Domus central to each AI+Learner (linked);  
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4.2 Our 360Guide calls for Compliance+ in part by solving issues to be 

valuated at less than €30.000,-. However, under EU+Law this sum is 

generally surpassed by any wrongful+Management-act.  

We can not be too serious about the all in costs of not including 

anyone and everyone within our all in.  

Such true costs, such as a workforce becoming dependent on social 

security when a local coalmine closes, prove immense for our all in 

European Union - as illustrated by Brexit. Indeed, working transparently 

on Employability+ through our AI+Green Deal amplifies our 

Level playing+field - which is foundational to EU-citizenship. 

Any issues to be solved with an AprovA+Report can help us to 

learn all in - about bread-and-butter plus other civil and civic values 

of Learning+Pan-EU. Privacy+Statement in principle, limiting 

transparency, calls to explain how disclosure specifically and actually 

undermines EU+Law - with interests all in.  

Failure by a Participant+ to prove reasons to protect privacy in relation 

to personal data as prevailing over requirements of transparency 

cannot stand - under our Rule of Law; and 

4.3 By continuing your usage of AmplificA, you+ advance to any Pilot+ 

on any THEMA+Mix including Input+ from an Accountant+  

- linked with instructions on Learning+Pan-EU within a tailored

AprovA+Report plus our 360Guide teaching on Compliance+

User+Terms

3.1 Any Creator+ defends and indemnifies any other Participant+ in any linked 

Pilot+, by AmplificA+CV plus PAS and/or AprovA+CV plus PASPAL including  

its members, against any Complaint+, claim or suit against them allegedly 

arising out of any action pursuant of Learning+Pan-EU; all this unless 

Mediation+ determines gross negligence only by any other Participant+ 

and not also by the Creator+. No person as in ECJ C-77/19 Kaplan, 

partly, outside our EU can claim to be part of Team+AmplificA  

- any Participant+ fully and truly respects our EU+Law as underpinned 

in Learner+AI.pdf and AI+Learner.pdf;

3.2 Selling any future ownership by a silent+Partner related to any Pilot+ 

is not possible before any share in a Pilot+ has become an effective right only  

per linked payment received - by SUMMA+Partners. For each silent+Partner 

as a Creator+ or Beneficiary+ involved in a Pilot+ providing capital, in kind, 

to it as Input+, as such established in our AI+Domus, its liability is limited 

to a minimum value for what must be invested to develop Learning+Pan-EU  

- learning from any Complaint+ by combining Rating+Input other AI+Input 

and Mediation+Input as mentioned in Learner+AI.pdf and AI+Learner.pdf;

4.0 AmplificA functions on an “as is” basis structuring any Agreement+ 

whereby LEARNING IS THE PRODUCT OF THE ACTIVITY OF LEARNERS, so 

any activity of each AI+Learner is conclusive for all rights and obligations within 

each Pilot+ in any Pro+Programme in Learner+AI.pdf and/or AI+Learner.pdf. 

Failure to comply with the terms and conditions set fourth by AmplificA 

constitutes a wrongful+Management-act - to be resolved through means 

outlined in Learner+AI.pdf and AI+Learner.pdf; 

4.1 Based on dissatisfaction as shown by Rating+Input other AI+Input 

and Mediation+Input a WOW+Learner as a member in PASPAL and Partner+ 

in a +Cluster can function, as a complaints officer, representing SPA + and any 

AI+Learner or Beneficiary+ - to instruct any Participant+ on Green360light.  

To achieve this, Mediation+ operates via an AprovA+Report - as outlined 

in Learner+AI.pdf and AI+Learner.pdf including EU+Law in 15+GDPR; 
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User+Terms are updated in Q2 2022 and valid until further notice within AprovA+app - to be decided by SPA+ governed by Association+PASPAL and PAS

AmplificA privacy policy plus AprovA privacy policy - all in part of our 

User+Terms: 

5.0 you+ can always let us know how we can help on anything regarding 

Learning+Pan-EU - progressing “openness” in 15+GDPR for all matters on 

Data+. Via AprovA+app you can contact anyone in our TEAM+AmplificA plus 

our Data+Protection Officer directly - for matters specifically regarding your 

Data+; 

5.1 you+ can always see what Data+ we use and gather how including what 

identifies or may identify you as individual - all in AprovA+app. 

Systematically you+ can actively influence anything on Data+ regarding 

Learning+Pan-EU - jointly with all other members in Association+PASPAL; 

5.2 you+ can co-decide how we use appropriate technical, organizational and 

administrative security measures to protect any Data+ we process on AI+, 

rectification plus loss, misuse, unauthorized access, disclosure and destruction 

- by openness as TEAM+AmplificA openly plus jointly we progress all in;

5.3 you+ can update, rectify and delete your Data+ that we hold plus exercise 

any rights granted under our General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

in our joint context as outlined within Learner+AI.pdf plus AI+Learner.pdf under 

15+GDPR - to do so simply click GDPR+Lead in AprovA+app; 

5.4 you+ can complain if you are unsatisfied with how we jointly treat your Data+ 

- contact the fully independent GDPR+Lead in Luxembourg;

5.5 within PASPAL, which has no UBO (Ultimate Benificial Owner), you+ and all 

other members can actively participate in progressing our Data+ plus AI+.  

From A to Z governed by members Association+PASPAL is set up to progress 

Learning+Pan-EU - independently in the interests of any and each AI+Learner; and 

5.6. Litmus tests 14-18 ECJ Daddy’s dance Hall x 44 Thlimmenos ECHR pro 

Level playing+field via Life Long Learning+Pan-EU per economic unit and/or 

(1) VAT+UBO or VAT+Group regard any Learner+Interests:

1 impossibilium nulla obligatio est, whilst tests necessary for restitutio in 

integrum, cannot be run on limited data samples. CSV+Data administered by 

bailiffs respects privacy including that of any WOW+Learner by sharing full 

knowledge of the facts plus choices for themselves about getting connected, 

or not, to PAS/EU+Permittance or any similar licences; plus

2 in CSV+Data, flowing from GOV > Accountant+Creator >> WOW+Learner, 

all in focused on Test+A/Test+B/Test+C >>> Deep+Compliance per 

AprovA+Report as gets shared with WOW+A x Accountant+B x GOV-EU/

Parliament-EU+C; plus

3 administered by bailiffs ensures effective access to justice and fair law 

enforcement per WOW+Test x difference in treatment established x 

procedure+Test = all in User+Terms.

Data+Processing Agreement
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